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INTRODUCTION
WHY AMAZON KEYWORDS ARE IMPORTANT

Imagine holding a yard sale, and to advertise it, you put up 7 signs
pointing in the wrong direction.

Who would do that?

Nobody, ever.

Now, take the biggest book retailer in the world and imagine telling it to
send people away from your book.

It sounds crazy, but it’s a mistake I see authors make all the time.

If you’re not using the right Kindle keywords, you’re driving thousands
of readers away from your book.

Amazon sees an average of over 200 million unique visitors every month.

Thousands of readers visit the site every day looking for books. They’re
typing in everything from “how to build sales funnels that work” to
“how to plan a dream wedding on a small budget.”



They go to Amazon looking for answers. In fact, Amazon is the 3rd
largest search engine after Google and YouTube, and it’s the first place
people go when it comes to product searches.

Why? Because Amazon visitors are ready to buy the answers they need.

That’s why setting up your Kindle keywords is so important. Picking the
best keywords for your book will put it in front of new readers every
single day.

If you want to learn how to do that, this PDF will tell you everything
you need to know.

iv Introduction
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WHAT ARE KINDLE KEYWORDS?

indle keywords are the search terms readers type into
Amazon when they’re looking for a book.

AMAZON IS INCREDIBLY smart when it comes to selling books, but out of
everything it’s done to grab market share from other retailers, here’s
one of the smartest:

It crowd-sources its SEO indexing, getting authors like you
to do the work for them.

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

READERS MIGHT TYPE in just about anything to look for a book. No
programming team could anticipate everything those 200 million
unique visitors might search for. There are just too many possibilities.



SO AMAZON DECIDED to let its hundreds of thousands of authors do that
for them.

Amazon lets you enter up to 7 KDP keyword phrases that you think should
send people to your book.

THIS IS IMPORTANT: I didn’t say they were phrases that relate to your
book. I can’t stress that distinction enough.

KEYWORDS ARE your chance to tell Amazon something very specific:

“If someone types in this exact phrase, I want you to send them to my book.”

• • •
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HOW DO KINDLE KEYWORDS WORK?

mazon’s instructions say “Enter up to 7 search keywords that
describe your book.”

THAT’S COMPLETELY WRONG.

THE DROPDOWN INSTRUCTIONS say that you should “enter keywords or
short phrases that describe your book and are relevant to its content.”

ALSO WRONG.

Entering a list of individual words or short phrases that relate to your book
will actually drive readers away from it.



IT SOUNDS COUNTERINTUITIVE, but it’s true. Here’s an example. Let’s say
you wrote a book that tells people how to plan a dream wedding on a
small budget.

THE MISTAKE I see so many authors make is doing something like this
with their keyword list:

weddings
honeymoons
wedding planning
wedding planners
wedding book
books about weddings
planning a wedding

THESE WORDS and phrases all relate to the book, but it’s a terrible
keyword list.

I’LL DIG into this in a lot more detail, but, for now, I want to make one
thing really clear:

“How to plan a dream wedding on a small budget” is a perfectly
valid Amazon keyword phrase. In fact, it’s the most
important phrase this author should include in their list.

EVEN WITH MILLIONS of Kindle eBooks on Amazon, there’s still plenty of
opportunities to rise to the top of Amazon’s search engine.

• • •
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HERE’S WHY:

Amazon lets you get a lot more specific with your keywords than it admits.

IT ALSO DOES a few other things it doesn’t tell you about:

Allowing keyword phrases up to 50 characters long
Allowing as many words as you can fit into those 50
characters
Rearranging the words in each box for you, in every
combination
Including both singular and plural versions of your
keywords automatically
Checking your keywords and ignoring them if they break
the rules

THAT LAST BULLET point is important. Amazon does have rules about its
keywords, and it lays out what those rules are.

BUT AMAZON only tells you what you can’t do, not what you can. That’s
why so many authors aren’t using them the right way.

MOST OF THE rules are fairly obvious:

You can’t use another author’s name as a keyword phrase
You can’t use Amazon services like Kindle Unlimited
And — even though Amazon doesn’t admit this one — the

How To Select Amazon Kindle Keywords 5



system will check to make sure your keywords actually fit
your book

BUT AS LONG as you follow the rules, there’s a lot you can do to make
the system work for you.

6 ADRIANA MONIQUE ALVAREZ
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HOW TO PICK THE BEST AMAZON
KEYWORDS FOR YOUR NONFICTION

BOOK
STEP 1. UNDERSTAND WHAT SELLS NONFICTION BOOKS

he first thing you need to do when you’re getting ready to
choose your keywords is to pinpoint your book’s positioning.

I DON’T MEAN its Amazon categories. I’ve written a PDF on that, so if
you want to know more about picking your categories, read that first.

What I mean by book positioning is the benefit you’re offering readers or the
problem your book will solve for them. That’s the only thing that will actually

sell your book, so I can’t stress enough how important it is.

THE OTHER SIDE of that coin is knowing who would benefit most from
reading your book. That’s your target audience. The two go hand-in-
hand, and together they should form the basis for every single aspect of
your book marketing plan.

• • •



INCLUDING the process of choosing your Amazon keywords.

WHEN YOU’RE THINKING about keywords, start with:

your book’s benefits or solutions
your target audience
the pain points your book addresses

FOR THE EXAMPLE ABOVE, that list would look something like:

how to plan a dream wedding on a budget
people who need to plan a wedding they’ll really love but
who don’t have a lot of money
wanting a dream wedding you think you can’t afford

IT’S TEMPTING to be repetitive when you’re making this list, so really
think about it. I could have listed the solution “how to plan a dream
wedding on a budget” with an audience of “people who need to plan a dream
wedding on a budget.” That’s true, but it’s not helpful.

BY THINKING of different ways to say these, I hit on new phrases
like “don’t have a lot of money” and “can’t afford.”

THESE NEW PHRASES will help when it’s time to flesh out the list.

8 ADRIANA MONIQUE ALVAREZ
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STEP 2. GAME THE KINDLE BOOK SYSTEM

he second step is to understand how keywords actually work
and what Amazon does with them.

Amazon recombines phrases automatically

According to research, Amazon takes each phrase you enter, breaks it into
individual words, and recombines them into all the possible combi-
nations.

FOR EXAMPLE, if I entered “how to plan a dream wedding on a small
budget,” Amazon would also index:

wedding
dream wedding
small budget
plan a wedding
wedding dreams
etc.



Some of the phrases won’t make sense, a.k.a. “budget plan small a
wedding dream,” but that’s okay. Nonsensical combinations won’t hurt
your book.

THE IMPORTANT THING TO remember is that including
both “wedding” and “dream wedding” would only waste a keyword box.

Amazon includes singular and plural forms

If you add the phrase “how to build a sales funnel that works,” Amazon
will throw in “how to build sales funnels that work.”

DON’T WASTE space by including them both.

Quotation marks are bad

Why are quotation marks bad? Because they stop Amazon from rear-
ranging your keywords or adding other forms for you.

IF YOU TYPE “how to build a sales funnel that works” in quotes, Amazon
will not include “sales funnels” or “sales funnels that work” or any other
helpful combination.

I’VE BEEN USING keyword phrases in quotes to make this PDF easier to
read, but I can’t stress this enough:

Never use quotation marks in your keyword phrases.

10 ADRIANA MONIQUE ALVAREZ



The words in your book title are already included

Amazon indexes the words and phrases in your book title and book
description automatically.

IT DOESN’T HURT you to use them again if your keyword phrases
happen to include them, but you don’t have to try to work them in. If
someone enters your specific title into Amazon, your book is already on
the list that comes back.

THAT SAID, hopefully you ran a search on your own book title in
Amazon before you published your book. If your title has a lot of
competition, your book might not rank very high even on your own
title search.

IF THAT’S TRUE, consider republishing with a different title.

Targeted phrases are more effective

If you use the phrase “how to plan a dream wedding on a small budget” and
someone types that exact phrase, Amazon’s search engine will rank
your book higher than if someone types only “dream weddings.”

“DREAM WEDDINGS” was added by the search engine automatically. It
isn’t a specific phrase you entered. So your book is included in possible
choices for “dream weddings” but with a lower rank.

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT IT, that makes sense. It’s related to what your
book is about, but it isn’t an exact match. Maybe the person looking
for “dream weddings” wants a book with photos of celebrity weddings.

How To Select Amazon Kindle Keywords 11



IT MIGHT BE TEMPTING to try to rank higher for “dream weddings.” Short
phrases often have higher search volumes. But there are two huge prob-
lems with that strategy:

1. General keywords are drowning in competition
2. Short phrases lower your chance of the right readers finding

your book.

HERE’S WHY: People who need a book about planning weddings on a
budget are looking for that exact thing. If they start by searching
for “dream weddings” and see a list of celebrity books, they’ll understand
that the search didn’t give them what they wanted, and they’ll get more
specific.

You want your book to be on the top of the list when they finally hit on the
right, specific search.

THAT’S because the right search will bring back a list of books they
actually want. That’s the list they’ll stop and look at, and research
shows that most shoppers pick a book from the top 3-5 books, with the
very first book getting far more views than any of the others.

WITH THESE FACTS and strategies in mind, it’s time to start making a list
of specific terms that fit your book.

• • •
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STEP 3. MAKE A LIST OF SPECIFIC
PHRASES

In step 1, we came up with this starting list:

how to plan a dream wedding on a budget
people who need to plan a wedding they’ll really love but
who don’t have a lot of money
wanting a dream wedding you think you can’t afford

he next step is to expand that list with different but similar
phrases. For example, “on a budget” could also be:

without spending a lot
without a lot of money
on a tight budget
for penny pinchers
with bad credit
etc.



A “DREAM WEDDING” could also be a “big wedding” or a “fancy
wedding.” You get the idea.

THE GOAL IS to come up with a lot of phrases that people might enter
into the Amazon search bar when they’re trying to find a book just like
yours. The only limit is that the phrases can’t be more than 50 charac-
ters long.

DON’T WORRY about being repetitive. Specific is always better. If your
top choices include “how to plan a big wedding on a small
budget” and “how to plan a fancy wedding on a tight budget,” use both.

IT DOESN’T HURT you to include the same word in different, specific
phrases. Just don’t waste a chance to be specific by using one of your 7
phrases on something more general.

14 ADRIANA MONIQUE ALVAREZ
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STEP 4. RESEARCH YOUR KINDLE
KEYWORDS

nce you have your list of possible phrases, type your
favorites into Amazon.

PAY attention while you’re typing because Amazon’s predictive text will
show you what people search for most.

FOR EXAMPLE: TYPING “PLAN A WEDDING WHEN” doesn’t bring up any
suggestions, but “plan a wedding on” suggests “on a budget.” Clearly, that’s
the more popular phrase.

PRO TIP: Do this in incognito mode so your own search history
doesn’t affect the suggestions, and be sure to search in the Kindle store
specifically.

LOOK at the results for each search and see what comes up.



IF THE TOP book is selling well and the category seems appropriate,
that’s a good candidate.

KEEP in mind that Amazon is very good at figuring out what people
want. If a search phrase brings back books that don’t fit, that’s because
nobody’s using it.

THIS SYSTEM WORKS, but good keyword research takes a lot of time and
effort. Keyword research tools make it easier.

• • •
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STEP 5. USE KINDLE KEYWORD TOOLS
(OPTIONAL)

eyword research tools make the research process less
painful by doing a lot of the work for you. They also give
you more specific data than the guesswork involved in the

DIY option.

INSTEAD OF TYPING your specific keywords into Amazon, you can run a
keyword search in the tool to find out how many searches there are for
that phrase each month and how tough the competition is.

THEY STILL AREN’T EXACT — competition is only estimated by a rating
system — so you’ll still want to search each potential phrase yourself to
see what books are coming up.

IF THE TOP 5 choices are all international bestsellers, you’re better off
choosing a different phrase.

• • •



IF YOU SEARCH for keyword tools, you’ll notice a few free ones, but be
wary of these. You get what you pay for.

IF YOU’RE serious about using keywords and updating them regularly to
keep up with trends, a paid tool like Publisher Rocket (formerly KDP
Rocket) is the better choice.
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HOW TO ENTER YOUR KEYWORDS INTO
THE KDP SYSTEM

nce you have your phrases picked out, adding them to your
book is easy.

1. Find the book in your KDP Author bookshelf, hover over
the 3 dots on the far right, and choose Edit eBook Details.

2. Scroll down the page until you see the Keywords box near
the bottom. Enter your phrases in the boxes.

3. Save the changes at the bottom of the page.

YOU CAN CHANGE your keywords as often as you want, so feel free to
experiment. The right keywords will help the right readers find your
book.

REMEMBER, no amount of marketing or keyword gaming will sell your
book if readers don’t trust it, so make sure you have a great Amazon
book listing page to convert those sales.




